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Just another Idaho blue horizon fading into infinity and beyond.
“Where does the rainbow end, / in your soul or on the horizon?” – Pablo
Neruda

“We'd never know how high we are, till we are called to rise, and then,
if we are true to plan, our statures touch the sky.” Emily Dickinson

A JOKE FOR YOU
The Urine Sample
One time I got sick and landed in the hospital.
There was this one nurse that just drove me crazy.
Every time she came in she would talk to me like I was a little child.
She would say in a patronizing tone of voice,
“And how are we doing this morning?”
Or
“Are we hungry?”
I had had enough of this particular nurse.
One day at breakfast, I took the apple juice off the tray and put it on
my bedside stand.
Later I was given a urine sample bottle to fill for testing
So you know where the juice went!
The nurse came in a while later, picked up the urine sample bottle,
looked at it and said,
“My, my, it seems we are a little cloudy today.”
At this, I snatched the bottle out of her hand, popped off the top, and
gulped it down, saying,
“Maybe I can filter it better this time.”
The nurse fainted…
I just smiled.
DON’T MESS WITH OLD PEOPLE!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Linda Rumfelt – June 19th

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
Orlan and Linda Meckle – June 5th
BUSINESS SPONSOR OF THE MONTH
American Income Life Insurance Company
American Income Life provides affordable life insurance
and supplemental health benefits to working families in
the United States, Canada and New Zealand. For more
than 60 years, AIL has been committed to serving
working families, representing more than 20,000
different groups. The groups include credit unions,
associations, fraternal organizations, sporting groups,
labor unions, licensed professionals, businesses and nonprofit organizations including our very own Back Country
ATV/UTV Club.
BACK COUNTRY KITCHEN VITTLES
No Washing Up Ham, Egg & Cheese Bread Bowls
INGREDIENTS
• 4 bread rolls (soft or crusty)
Continued next page

•
•
•
•

4 small slices of ham (or 2 big ones cut in half)
4 eggs at room temperature
½ cup shredded mozzarella cheese
1 tbsp fresh parsley, finely chopped (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350F.
2. Cut the tops off the bread rolls
3. Scoop out the center and reserve (see notes for ideas to
use). To be neat, use a small knife to cut a round outline
before scooping out the center.
4. Line the bread bowl with a layer of ham. Try to use one
whole piece if you can because then there is less chance of
egg seeping through and being soaked up by the bread.
5. Crack in an egg.
6. Top each with 2 tbsp of mozzarella cheese and a sprinkle
of parsley (optional).
7. Put the top back on each roll. Wrap with foil and place in
oven to bake for 20 to 25 minutes. Take a peek at 20
minutes to check them. 20 minutes =runny yolks. 25
minutes + = just cooked yolks. (See notes for more info.)
8. Remove from oven, unwrap and serve immediately.
NOTES
1. You need to use lunch-size bread rolls for this, not small
dinner rolls as they are too small.
2. You can add whatever fillings you want. Just be sure to
Continued next page

line the bread with ham otherwise the egg will soak in
to the bread
3. I have tried this with bacon before but because it is
less pliable than ham, I found that it didn't work.

10 WAYS TO RUIN YOUR ATV/UTV
Part One by Cassandra with Outdoor Life
Some of the ways to ruin you quad take some work (like
crashing), but some of the easiest ways to ruin your quad
are quite simple (and you might be doing them right
now!). From neglecting minor maintenance issues to
learning the hard way that your quad isn't a great
swimmer or immune to the laws of gravity. Here are 5
quick and easy ways to ruin your quad. And , of course,
how to fix them.
1. Never Change Your Air Filter
Raise your hand if you've ever said “I never change
the air filter on my quad because I have better things
to do-like losing horsepower and quietly ruining my
ATV/UTV’s engine! Maintenance is for suckers!”
Your quad’s air filter needs to be cleaned regularly.
Why? Because running an engine with a dirty air
filter is one of the easiest ways to ruin your machine.
Sucking dirt particles into the engine will, over time,
wear out the engine and can do some serious
damage. Here's the basic breakdown: an engine

needs both fuel and air to produce power. When the
air filter is dirty, it can no longer keep dirt from
getting sucked into the engine. When dirt particles
start invading the inner chambers of your quad’s
power plant, it won't run as well as it should, which
results in horsepower loss and interior damage to
the engine, which can easily be fixed by buying a
new engine (if that's what your into).
Clean the air filter before riding season begins if
you’re a casual rider, and clean it after a really
Badass dirty ride if you’re a frequent off roader. If
you ride in the dunes, you might have to clean the
air filter more than ONCE A DAY. Did you hear that?
Cause we're yelling it! Here's a good rule of thumb:
if your face has dirt on it after a ride, check the air
filter in your quad. If it's dirty, clean it!
Maybe right now is a good time to turn off the
computer and get to cleaning or replacing your
quads air filter. Something so simple (it takes all of
10 minutes and not a whole lot of money) makes a
big difference in how your quad runs, and for how
long it'll keep running in the years to come.
2. Never Change The Oil
Smack yourself if you've ever said: “Changing oil is
for jerks, and I always say that if there's oil in the
engine it's all good. I know for a fact that a magical

grease monkey visits my quad in the garage and
cleans the goop out of the oil so I never have to
change it.”
This works much like the air filter tip, and because
we love to yell, we're going to scream this: CHANGE
YOUR QUAD’S OIL ONCE IN A WHILE, WOULD YA?
Sheesh. Just like the air filter, oil collects junk and
gunk. From little metal shavings from engine wear
to dirt and debris, the oil is a breeding ground for a
break down. And if you're playing in puddles with
your quad, you might have a nice little water and oil
mixture going on there, and you know what they say
about oil and water: they don't mix. So, at the end
of your riding season (if you’re a seasonal rider),
replace the oil. Or, you can do it in the spring (but
we prefer our quads to have fresh oil in their bellies
while they wait out winter). If you ride your
machine in the cold months, change the oil to the
appropriate weight for colder temperatures. And in
the heat of the riding season, change the oil if you
get in too deep with a body of water or a mud pit. If
your racing your quad, it's not unreasonable to
change the oil after every race. Basically, the point
were trying to get across here is change the oil in
your quad at least once a year and do it more
frequently if you’re a frequent rider.

The good news is that putting fresh clean oil in your
quad is one of the easiest maintenance routines to
perform. Get a few quarts of ATV/UTV engine oil,
drain the old stuff, and put new oil in. See? It's so
easy it took us only one sentence to explain what to
do. But please, for the love of all things good and
great, don't dump the contaminated old oil down a
drain, a sewer, or into your yard. If you do, we’ll be
forced to come to your house with a rolled up
newspaper and smack you on the nose. Take the old
oil to a recycling center, like a repair shop. Most
places will take your dirty oil and recycle it for free!
The environment will thank you, and you'll save
yourself a swat with a rolled up newspaper and the
embarrassment of us publishing photos of you
getting scolded. DON’T MAKE US COME OVER
THERE.
3. Never Tighten The Bolts
Holler if you've ever stated, “If bolts need a written
invitation to stay where they're supposed to then I
don't really need ‘em! Let them fall off!”
We know a lot of riders who live by the motto “Run
it ‘til the wheels fall off.” And you know what? It's
more likely than you think! You can't “pin it to win
it” if stuff (especially important stuff like a wheel) is
separating from your machine. Would it kill you to

grab a torque wrench or a socket once in a while and
check that all the bolts on your machine are tight?
We asked a few doctors, and the consensus is no, in
fact, it will not kill you to tighten a couple of bolts.
No more excuses.
Here is a list of bolts you should be touching,
tightening, and torquing on a regular basis: *Lug
nuts: They need to be properly torqued. You don't
want your four-wheeler turning into an impromptu
three-or two-wheeler. *Pivot bolt: This bolt holds
the swing arm to the frame, so if even with a basic
understanding of mechanics, you’ll know that it is
important. A loose pivot bolt can wear out the
frame and also ruin the bearings. Axle nut: Make
sure the axle nut is properly tightened; a loose axle
will wear out bearings and possibly destroy the axle
carrier. *Wheel hubs: Loose front hubs will wear
out your quads bearings. Loose rear hubs will
eventually strip axle and hub splines. This all will
relate to more down time and work for you. *Skid
plate bolts: If you have a skid plate on your machine,
check the bolts that hold it in place. Constant
battering almost always loosens these bolts (and
you don't want to lose a $100-plus skid plate).
*Sprocket bolt: Constant chain torque eventually
will loosen this bolt.

4. Submerge It
Water is important for the life of most things, but it
could shorten the life of your quad; especially if you
decide to try your quad out as a submarine (which it
most definitely is not). Sinking, submerging and
sucking moisture (whether water or mud) is a quick
way to get water in the engine, gasoline, and oil,
which will do wonders for your quad…like “I wonder
why it's not working?” Are you confused as to what
to do if your quad has spent more time floating than
rolling lately? Here are a few hints.
First of all, if you've sucked water, get your machine
onto dry land and don't try to start it! Tip your quad
on its back end (on the grab bar) to drain some of the
excess water out of the exhaust pipe. Then pull the
spark plug out and crank it over with plug out to
blow water out of the cylinder. If you have a beltdriven transmission (a quad without a chain), there
should be a plug at the bottom of the belt cover that
you can pull to drain the water out once the quad is
back down on its wheels. Also, open the air box (if
it's located behind the carburetor) and then pull the
filter out. If it's wet, do your best to dry it out. If you
can get your machine running again, don't push your
luck by keeping the ride alive. Your day of riding is
over, man! It's important to get it back home to the

garage as soon as possible after a “bath.” When you
get back to your garage, you'll have to clean the
airboot, change the oil, clean the air filter, and clean
the carburetor out. Water sloshing around in any of
these parts will mean certain doom for your machine
in the near future. Regrease the zirks and anything
else that needs attention (use waterproof grease if
you liked dunking you quad so much the first time
that you're considering doing it again). Another
great tool for cleaning up after a water landing is
WD-40. The WD stands for “water displacement (for
real!) and it will push water out of the machine.
5. Crash It
There are two rules we've tested time and time
again: Gravity and Murphy’s Law. We haven't
beaten either one yet. Trying to climb a steep hill,
flipping your machine over, running you quad into a
tree or rock, bending stuff that's not supposed to be
bent, puncturing things that aren't supposed to be
punctured, and breaking stuff in general does not
bode well for the longevity of your quad. Surprised?
Really? If you've crashed your machine, there are a
few basics you should check out before riding again.
First of all, make sure all your limbs work. Then
check all the controls on your quad: make sure the
throttle, brake, clutch, and shifter all work without

binding. Next, check out the tires and wheels: if
there's dirt in the bead or punctures in the tires that
you can't patch, then you know you'll have to get
back to your truck or trailer ASAP. If everything
looks OK so far, straddle each tire with your legs and
hold them tight while you twist the handlebars. This
will tell you if there's too much stop in the steering
and if there is, you need to ride very carefully back
to your base camp. All those tests show no
problems? Then start it up and make sure the
throttle operates properly before taking off.
When you get back home, you'll have to do a more
in-depth check up on your quad. While cracked
plastics might not look great, they're not essential to
the function of you quad…but, if you've got a leaking
gas tank, well, that's another story. Check for
obvious cracks or stress or paint chips where the
frame was stressed. These could be the start of a
bigger problem. Riding a quad with a broken frame
is really not fun, so keep an eye on stress spots. Next
up, check to see if anything is obviously bent, and
make sure the quad rides straight. And now is
probably a good time to check all the bolts that we
mention in #3 as well.
Continues next month

Sorry, no TIDBITS FROM YOUR EDITOR this month.
Our newsletter got a little too wordy but I'm sure
everything up and coming activitywise will be well
shared via email or in Facebook posts.
Till next month…
HAVE FUN IN ALL YOU DO AND DO ALL YOU CAN DO!

